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Nonlinear Integration of Sensory Responses in the Rat Barrel
Cortex: An Intracellular Study In Vivo
Michael J. Higley and Diego Contreras
Department of Neuroscience, University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106

To study integration of converging sensory inputs on single cortical neurons, we performed intracellular recordings in vivo in the barrel
cortex of the barbiturate-anesthetized rat. We deflected the principal whisker (PW) for each cell either alone or preceded (at 20, 50, and
100 msec) by the deflection of a small number of remote whiskers (RWs) far from the PW. The synaptic responses to both the PW and the
RW were similar qualitatively and consisted of excitation followed by inhibition that comprised an early and a late component. The RW
response was of smaller amplitude and more often subthreshold for action potential generation. The main effect of the RW deflection was
a suppression of the subsequent response to the PW that was most pronounced at the 20 msec interval and decreased progressively at the
50 and 100 msec intervals. Suppression of the spike output of the cell was not caused by hyperpolarization (subtractive inhibition) but by
a reduction in the EPSP amplitude (divisive inhibition), resulting in a highly sublinear summation of the two responses. The small
decrease in input resistance caused by the RW responses is not consistent with synaptic shunting as the main cause of the reduction of the
EPSP amplitude. Instead, our results suggest that suppression results from a decrease in the amount of synaptic input triggered by the
PW, particularly the early excitation. We suggest that this process involves a reduction in reverberant granular cell excitation that is
induced by PW deflection.
Key words: vibrissa (whisker); corticocortical; thalamocortical; suppression; sublinear; disfacilitation

Introduction
Neocortical neurons in vivo receive a constant barrage of spontaneous and sensory-driven synaptic inputs from multiple sources,
including thalamocortical and corticocortical pathways. Input
integration is strongly affected by the intrinsic electrophysiological properties of single cells (Llinas, 1988) as well as the characteristics of the local neuronal circuit, such as recurrent excitation
and feedforward and feedback inhibition. Here, we used the
whisker-barrel system of the rat as an experimental model to
study integration of inputs arising from different sources and
targeting different elements of the local network.
The neural representation of the 30 to 35 vibrissae in the mystacial pad is organized into anatomically segregated cytochrome
oxidase-rich aggregates of neurons called barrels in cortical layer
4 (Woolsey and Van der Loos, 1970; Welker and Woolsey, 1974).
Barrel cells are excited most strongly by deflection of the corresponding vibrissa, termed the principal whisker (PW) (Welker,
1976; Simons, 1978). Recordings in supragranular and infragranular cortical layers, however, have revealed that these cells
possess receptive fields much larger than those of the layer 4
neurons in the same barrel column, often spanning several vibrissae beyond the PW (Simons, 1978; Chapin, 1986; Armstrong-
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James and Fox, 1987; Kleinfeld and Delaney, 1996; Moore and
Nelson, 1998).
Anatomical studies have demonstrated that there is limited
divergence of thalamocortical projections to layer 4 or intracolumnar projections of layer 4 cells to other lamina (Jensen and
Killackey, 1987; Hoeflinger et al., 1995; Arnold et al., 2001; Feldmeyer et al., 2002). However, Gottlieb and Keller (1997) found
that supragranular and infragranular neurons may extend axon
collaterals to surrounding columns up to 2 mm distant, and
lesions of individual barrels reduce the response of adjacent
supragranular cells to deflection of the lesion-associated whisker
(Goldreich et al., 1999). Thus, individual cortical neurons may be
conceptualized as receiving two separate input “channels”: (1)
direct input originating from thalamocortical projections to
the corresponding barrel and local intracolumn circuitry and
(2) horizontal corticocortical input from more remote barrel
columns.
The present study was designed to explore the integration of
multiple inputs to cortical neurons in the barrel cortex. We activated a direct thalamocortical pathway by deflecting the PW and
an indirect corticocortical pathway by deflecting a small number
of remote whiskers (RWs) far from the PW. Previous extracellular studies have shown that deflection of one whisker can suppress the spikes in response to subsequent deflection of an adjacent whisker (Simons, 1985; Simons and Carvell, 1989; Brumberg
et al., 1996, 1999; Shimegi et al., 1999) and that this suppression is
greatest for intervals of 10 –20 msec.
We found that RW deflection alone does not cause strong
hyperpolarizing or shunting inhibition. However, when RW deflection preceded PW deflection by 20 msec, the summation of
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responses was highly sublinear, primarily because of a divisive
reduction of the PW response. Our results suggest that such nonlinearity was caused by reduction of synaptic input, or disfacilitation. This phenomenon was seen most strongly for the early
components of excitation, leading to suppression of the response
to the PW and reduction of the spike output of the cell.

Materials and Methods
Surgery and preparation. Experiments were conducted in accordance
with the ethical guidelines of the National Institutes of Health and with
the approval of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the
University of Pennsylvania. Adult male Sprague Dawley rats (350 – 450
gm) were anesthetized with pentobarbital (50 mg/kg, i.p.). Buprenorphine (0.03 mg/kg, s.c.) was administered to provide additional analgesia. Animals were paralyzed with gallamine triethiodide and artificially
ventilated. End-tidal CO2 (3.5–3.7%) and heart rate were continuously
monitored. Body temperature was maintained at 37°C via servocontrolled heating blanket and rectal thermometer (Harvard Apparatus,
Holliston, MA). The depth of anesthesia was maintained by supplemental doses of the same anesthetic to keep a constant high-amplitude, lowfrequency electroencephalogram (EEG) as recorded from a bipolar electrode lowered into the cortex.
For cortical intracellular recordings, the animal was placed in a stereotaxic apparatus, and a craniotomy was made to expose the surface of the
barrel cortex (1.0 –3.0 mm posterior to bregma, 4.0 –7.0 mm lateral to the
midline). The dura was resected over the recording area, and mineral oil
was applied to prevent desiccation. The stability of recordings was improved by drainage of the cisterna magna, hip suspension, and filling of
the holes made for recording with a solution of 4% agar.
Electrophysiological recordings. Intracellular recordings were performed with glass micropipettes pulled on a P-97 Brown-Flaming puller
(Sutter Instruments, Novato, CA). Pipettes were filled with 3 M potassium acetate and had DC resistances of 80 –90 M⍀. The intracellular
recording pipette was lowered into the brain ⬃1 mm away from the EEG
electrode. Pipettes were oriented normal to the cortical surface, and the
vertical depth was read on the scale of the micromanipulator. A highimpedance amplifier (bandpass of 0 –5 kHz) with active bridge circuitry
was used to record and inject current into the cells. Data were digitized at
10 kHz using a Power 1401 data acquisition system and Spike2 software
(Cambridge Electronic Design, Cambridge, UK) and saved to disk for
offline analysis.
Whisker stimulation. Individual whiskers were mechanically driven
using an 8 ⍀ 3.5 inch speaker to which was attached a small needle.
Before recording, whiskers were trimmed to a length of ⬃10 mm. After
obtaining a stable intracellular recording, a whisker was hooked through
the eye of the needle and square 100 msec electrical pulses were applied to
the speaker, resulting in a step-and-hold deflection of the whisker of
⬃750 m. For all experiments described here, the whisker was deflected
in a ventral direction. Stimuli were applied to several whiskers in succession until the principal whisker, defined as the whisker that evoked the
largest depolarizing response from resting membrane potential (see Fig.
2), was determined. Stimuli were delivered at 0.5 Hz or less to prevent
steady-state adaptation of whisker-evoked responses.
To stimulate remote whiskers, a picospritzer was used to direct a small
puff of air (60 msec, 0.1 pounds) to a small number of additional whiskers located at least three rows away from the PW. Visual inspection of
the whisker movement caused by the air puff was used to ensure that
whiskers closer to the PW were never deflected. The RW stimulus never
visibly moved the PW and was also directed in the ventral direction. For
the experiments described here, the puff to the RW was delivered alone or
before deflection of the PW by 100, 50, or 20 msec. In some cases, whisker
deflection protocols were coupled to square current pulses injected
through the micropipette to record synaptic responses at different membrane potentials (Vm values). The amount of current injected was adjusted for each cell depending on the input resistance and firing rate of
the cell at depolarized potentials.
Data analysis. All data analysis was done offline. Routines for averaging sensory responses and spike removal were written in Matlab (Math-
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Works, Natick, MA) and Igor Pro (WaveMetrics, Lake Oswego, OR).
Spikes were removed by detecting the spike threshold at the base of the
action potential and extrapolating the Vm values from the start to the end
of the spike. Next, a three-point running average was applied to smooth
the trace. For all cells, whisker-evoked postsynaptic potential amplitudes
were measured from the resting baseline Vm to the peak of the response.
Baseline Vm was calculated as the mean Vm for the 500 msec before
whisker deflection. All statistical measures were calculated using Prism
software (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA).

Results
We recorded intracellularly from 57 neurons in the barrel cortex
of 34 barbiturate-anesthetized rats. Of these cells, 32 met our
criteria for analysis (i.e., a stable resting Vm of at least ⫺60 mV
throughout the whisker stimulation protocol and overshooting
action potentials). The range of resting Vm for all cells was ⫺60 to
⫺80 mV, and the input resistance (Rin) at rest was 23.7 ⫾ 7.7 M⍀
(mean ⫾ SD). The mean spontaneous firing rate for all cells was
2.0 ⫾ 1.3 Hz (mean ⫾ SD).
Intrinsic properties of cortical neurons
Cells were classified electrophysiologically according to their firing pattern in response to depolarizing square current pulses (Fig.
1) as regular spiking (RS) (n ⫽ 24) or intrinsically bursting (IB)
(n ⫽ 8). This classification followed criteria established in vitro
(Connors et al., 1982; McCormick et al., 1985) and in vivo (Nunez
et al., 1993). RS cells (Fig. 1 A) typically fired accommodating
trains of single action potentials with frequencies proportional to
the pulse amplitude. RS spikes had durations of ⬃1 msec and
small afterhyperpolarizations (Fig. 1 A, inset). IB cells (Fig. 1 B)
typically fired repetitive bursts of two to six action potentials
(spike duration, 1.0 –1.5 msec) with pronounced inactivation
and riding on a slower depolarizing envelope (Fig. 1 B, inset). The
intraburst frequency was ⬃300 Hz, and the interburst frequency
was ⬃10 Hz. IB cells fired single action potentials when stimulated with lower amplitude pulses (Fig. 1 B). Hyperpolarizing
pulses revealed an absence of inward rectification. Of the cells
recorded in this study, the majority were located at depths corresponding to infragranular layers. The remaining cells were found
at depths corresponding to deep supragranular and granular layers. RS cells were located throughout the depth of the cortex,
whereas IB cells were found only in infragranular layers (Fig. 1C).
Characterization of sensory responses
To study integration of synaptic inputs from different sources in
barrel cortex, we deflected the PW for 32 cells with a step and hold
stimulus lasting 100 msec. Whisker deflection was in a fixed ventral direction from the resting position. The PW for each cell was
functionally defined as the whisker, the deflection of which
caused the largest amplitude depolarization. This was associated
frequently with a suprathreshold response (Fig. 2). Given the
extensive subthreshold receptive fields of barrel cortex neurons
(Moore and Nelson, 1998; Zhu and Connors, 1999; Brecht and
Sakmann, 2002b), we tested a minimum of six whiskers before
determining the PW for each cell. We also stimulated a small
number (3 ⫾ 1) of RWs at least three (4 ⫾ 1) rows away with an
air puff (60 msec) from above producing a ventral movement
from the resting position. For the RS cell (depth, 1374 m) in
Figure 2 A (superimposed traces are two examples of individual
responses), deflection of the C2 whisker at rest (⫺74 mV) caused
the largest EPSP (7.5 mV, spikes removed) (see Materials and
Methods) as well as the largest spike output [0.5 spikes per deflection (inset histograms), accumulated over 20 deflections] and
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Figure 2. Receptive field mapping of barrel cortex neurons. A, Synaptic responses and spike
histograms in response to deflection of five whiskers obtained at rest (⫺74 mV) from an RS cell
at a depth of 1374 m. Two individual superimposed traces are shown. The whisker that caused
the largest EPSP (7.5 mV) and the most spikes (0.5 spikes per deflection) was C2 and therefore
deemed the PW. B, Synaptic responses to five different whiskers during DC hyperpolarization
(⫺85 mV) from an RS cell at 1096 m depth. Hyperpolarization enhanced the difference
between whiskers and showed that D4 was the PW for this cell.

Figure 1. Intrinsic firing patterns of recorded barrel cortex neurons. A, Example of an RS cell
that responded with an accommodating train of action potentials (from 250 to 60 Hz) to a 0.44
nA, 350 msec current pulse. A lower amplitude pulse (0.24 nA) generated a spike train of lower
frequency (50 Hz) and shorter duration. A hyperpolarizing pulse (⫺0.44 nA) was used to determine the Rin at rest (34.1 M⍀). RS action potentials lasted ⬃1 msec and showed small but
clear afterhyperpolarizations (inset). In this and all figures, membrane potential is indicated. B,
An example of an IB cell that generated repetitive (10 –12 Hz) bursts (inset) of two to five spikes
at 300 Hz in response to a 0.94 nA, 350 msec depolarizing current pulse. A lower amplitude
current pulse (0.50 nA) generated single spikes mostly, although not a regular train. C, Scatter
plot of recorded cell types versus cortical depth. Depth indicated is relative to the brain surface
as measured on the micromanipulator. RS cells (n ⫽ 24) were found at all depths, whereas IB
cells (n ⫽ 8) were only found in deeper layers.

had the shortest latency to onset (7.3 msec). The next largest
response was from whisker C1 (6.2 mV, 0.3 spikes per deflection,
7.9 msec latency). The other three whiskers tested caused smaller
amplitude EPSPs at even longer latencies (B2, 6.1 mV, 0.4 spikes

per deflection, 11.6 msec; D2, 5.6 mV, 0.2 spikes per deflection,
8.1 msec; C3, 5.3 mV, 0.1 spikes per deflection, 8.1 msec). Interestingly, although three of the adjacent whiskers (C1, C3, and D2)
had latencies ⬍1 msec longer than the PW (C2), the latency to B2
was ⬎4 msec longer than the PW, showing a strong asymmetry in
the organization of the receptive field of this neuron. For some
cells, the amplitude of depolarization from rest was small and
very similar for different whiskers. In those cases, the receptive
field was remapped under DC hyperpolarization to increase the
amplitude of the synaptic responses. For the RS cell (depth, 1096
m) in Figure 2 B (DC, ⫺0.36 nA; Vm, ⫺85 mV), the PW-evoked
response (D4, 10.7 mV, 8.1 msec latency) was only 1 mV larger
than the D3 response (latency, 9.1 msec). At this Vm, the depolarizing response most likely includes a combination of excitation
and reversed inhibition. However, previous studies have shown
that the PW also evokes the largest inhibition of all whiskers
(Simons, 1985), consistent with our definition of the PW even
under hyperpolarization. The other three whiskers caused depolarizations of smaller amplitude and longer latency (C4, 5.4 mV,
10.7 msec; D5, 7.6 mV, 11.4 msec; E4, 5.9 mV, 12.2 msec). Because this cell was hyperpolarized, none of the responses reached
threshold for firing action potentials.
To elucidate the nature of the synaptic responses, we deflected
the PW while holding the cell at different Vm values by means of
current injection through the micropipette (Fig. 3). Measuring
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Figure 3. Measurement of Rin and Vrev of whisker-evoked responses in barrel cortex neurons. A, An RS cell at a depth of 536 m responded to step-and-hold whisker deflections of 100
msec duration with an EPSP–IPSP sequence. Vm at rest (⫺75 mV) was displaced to depolarized
(⫺57 mV) and hyperpolarized (⫺85 mV) levels by means of current injection. Top group of
traces shows two individual superimposed responses at each Vm , and triangle indicates time of
PW deflection. Bottom traces show the average (AVG) of 20 whisker deflections at each Vm. The
trace below AVG is the Rin (axis at left) calculated for each time point from the three AVG traces.
Measurements to construct the plots shown at right were made at the baseline (filled squares),
the peak of EPSP at rest (open squares), and the peak of the long IPSP (stars). The top plot is the
V–I plot. Lines are the best linear fit to each set of data points, and Rin (values are indicated) is
the slope of the line. The bottom plot is the value of the change in Vm from baseline versus the
value of baseline (⌬Vm vs Vm ). Lines are the best linear fit, and the Vrev (values are indicated) is
the Vm value at the x-intercept. B, The same plots as in A for response to RW; filled circle indicates
time of RW deflection.

synaptic responses at different Vm values allowed us to estimate
the apparent reversal potential (Vrev) and Rin. Figure 3A (top
traces) shows responses to deflection of the PW (filled triangle
indicates onset of deflection) from an RS cell (536 m depth).
Two superimposed individual responses are shown for each of
three Vm values: rest (⫺75 mV), a depolarized level (⫺57 mV,
0.37 nA), and a hyperpolarized level (⫺85 mV, ⫺0.37 nA). The
average of all responses (n ⫽ 20) for each Vm is shown below with
spikes removed (Fig. 3A, AVG). The response to the PW was
characterized by an EPSP with 6.6 msec latency followed by a
long-lasting IPSP. The long IPSP was reversed completely at rest
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and was only visible by its change in polarity at the depolarized
Vm. For this cell, the response to PW deflection was suprathreshold for all holding Vm values tested.
The cell also demonstrated a second depolarization ⬃90 msec
after the PW deflection that was suprathreshold in some instances. This potential reflects a well characterized rebound effect
in the local cortical network (Creutzfeldt et al., 1966; Contreras
and Steriade, 1995) and was observed in many cells regardless of
depth or electrophysiological cell type. However, because the
present work deals with synaptic events that occur well before the
onset of this rebound, the subject will not be considered here.
To estimate Rin, we plotted the value of Vm against injected
current (Fig. 3, V–I plots) at three different time points: baseline
before stimulation (filled squares), the peak of the depolarization
at rest (open squares), and an arbitrary point near the peak of the
long IPSP (stars). The value of Rin was defined as the slope of the
least-squares best-fit linear function for each set of data points in
the V–I plot (Fig. 3A, top). From a value at rest of 20.3 M⍀, Rin
dropped to only 2.5 M⍀ during the peak of the depolarization
and was 14.3 M⍀ near the peak of the long IPSP. To determine
the time course of the changes in Rin during the synaptic responses, we calculated Rin as a continuous function of time using
the method described above applied to every data point in the
response (Rin trace in AVG). The minimum Rin (2.5 M⍀) was
reached during the peak of the depolarization at rest and then
returned slowly to resting values with a time course similar to that
of the long IPSP.
To estimate Vrev, we plotted the change in Vm from baseline
(Fig. 3, ⌬Vm) at the same selected time points against the value of
the baseline Vm. Vrev was defined as the value of Vm at the
x-intercept of the best-fit linear function for each set of data
points (Fig. 3A, bottom plot). The Vrev at the point of minimum
Rin (open squares) was ⫺53 mV. This value, together with the
pronounced drop in Rin, is suggestive of an overlapping glutamatergic EPSP and GABAA chloride-mediated IPSP. Indeed, the
average trace at depolarized Vm suggests that the actual EPSP is
cut short by an IPSP that coincides with the Rin minimum. The
Vrev during the long IPSP was ⫺78 mV, suggestive of a contribution from an underlying potassium current also supported by the
much smaller drop in Rin.
These measurements were also used to characterize the response to RW deflection (Fig. 3B, filled circle) in the same cell.
The responses showed longer latencies (16.0 msec to EPSP onset), and the individual components were of smaller amplitude
(10 mV EPSP at rest compared with 13.3 mV for the PW) and
subthreshold generally. The value of Rin was 10 M⍀ at peak depolarization (open squares) and 14.2 M⍀ near the peak of the
long IPSP (stars). Vrev at the same time points was ⫺52 and ⫺85
mV, respectively. These values were compatible with a sequence
of synaptic events similar to the PW response: an initial short
EPSP followed by a fast chloride-based IPSP and a slow
potassium-based IPSP.
The quantification of the synaptic responses for the whole
population (n ⫽ 32) is shown in Figure 4. Overall, none of the
measurements of synaptic responses showed a clear systematic
variation with cortical depth (data not shown). The amplitude of
the peak of the EPSP was measured from resting Vm (Fig. 4 A).
EPSP amplitudes in response to PW deflection ranged from 3.2 to
17.7 mV, with an average of 8.0 ⫾ 4.3 mV (filled circle). In response to RW deflection, EPSP amplitudes ranged from 0 to 13.3
mV, with an average of 4.3 ⫾ 3.9 mV (open circle; Student’s t test;
p ⬍ 0.001). In 15 of 32 cells, the PW response was suprathreshold
for action potential generation, usually generating under one
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Figure 4. Summary of the response measurements from all cells (n ⫽ 32). The distribution
of values is summarized by the histograms and by the mean ⫾ SD, represented by the filled
(PW) and open (RW) circles below each histogram. Measurements were made from the averaged responses to 20 –30 deflections. A, EPSP amplitude was measured at the peak (bin size, 1
mV). Means for the whole population were 8.0 ⫾ 4.3 mV (PW deflection alone) and 4.3 ⫾ 3.9
mV (RW deflection alone) (Student’s t test; p ⬍ 0.001). B, Spike output was measured as spikes
per whisker deflection (bin size, 0.25 spikes per stimulus). Subthreshold cells are represented
with a value of 0. The mean values of all suprathreshold cells for PW deflection was 0.8 ⫾ 0.6
spikes per stimulus, and the mean for RW deflection was 0.4 ⫾ 0.5 spikes per stimulus ( p ⬍
0.01). C, Amplitude of the long IPSP was measured from rest at the time of peak hyperpolarization (bin size, 1 mV). There was no significant difference between PW response (⫺3.2 ⫾ 2.7
mV) and RW response (⫺3.4 ⫾ 2.5 mV). D, Peak change in Rin was measured as the ratio of the
minimum of the continuous plot of Rin (as in Fig. 3) to the baseline Rin (bin size, 0.05). The mean
for PW deflection was 0.50 ⫾ 0.20, and the mean for RW deflection was 0.70 ⫾ 0.20 ( p ⬍
0.001).

spike per deflection (0.8 ⫾ 0.6 spikes per deflection, filled circle)
(Fig. 4 B). RW stimulation was suprathreshold in 7 of 32 cells
(0.4 ⫾ 0.5 spikes per deflection, open circle; p ⬍ 0.01)
The amplitude of the long IPSP was measured from rest at the
time of the peak hyperpolarization as determined from a depolarized Vm (Fig. 4C). Thus, positive values reflect IPSPs that were
reversed at resting Vm. The amplitudes of the long IPSP showed
no significant difference between responses to PW (⫺3.2 ⫾ 2.7
mV, filled circle) and RW (⫺3.4 ⫾ 2.5 mV, open circle).
Finally, we calculated the peak change in apparent Rin caused
by both PW and RW deflection (Fig. 4 D). Fractional Rin was
expressed as a ratio of the Rin at the peak to the Rin at rest (thus,
fractional Rin ⫽ 1 for no change). Deflection of the PW and RW
resulted in an average fractional Rin of 0.50 ⫾ 0.20 (filled circle)
and 0.70 ⫾ 0.20 (open circle), respectively ( p ⬍ 0.001). In summary, the typical response pattern to deflection of either PW or
RW was an excitation followed by a longer latency inhibition.
Although there was variability in the data, the RW evoked less
excitation generally and caused a smaller drop in the Rin of the cell
compared with the PW-evoked response.
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Figure 5. Interaction between PW and RW at different intervals. Example of one RS cell at
688 m depth. PW was D2. Left traces are average Vm (n ⫽ 20 deflections) at rest (⫺63 mV),
and right traces are the cumulative spike histograms. Control shows the responses to both PW
and RW deflection alone. Times at left indicate interval by which RW deflection (filled circle)
preceded PW deflection (filled triangle). EPSP amplitude and spike output to PW deflection
alone (7 mV, 1.4 spikes per deflection) were suppressed at the 20 msec interval (4.6 mV, 0.5
spikes per deflection). Spike output was also reduced at the 50 msec interval, despite minimal
change in EPSP amplitude. No change was observed at the 100 msec interval.

Integration of sensory responses
To study the integration of synaptic responses caused by the two
stimuli, the RW was deflected before the PW at three intervals:
100, 50, and 20 msec, similar to previous extracellular studies
(Simons, 1985; Simons and Carvell, 1989). A representative example from an RS cell (688 m depth) is shown in Figure 5. The
average (n ⫽ 20) response to deflection of either the RW or the
PW at rest (⫺63 mV, control) comprised an EPSP with amplitude of 3.3 and 5.8 mV, respectively, followed by a longer IPSP.
When the RW preceded the PW by 100 or 50 msec, the EPSPs
were clearly separated in time, and little change was observed in
the average EPSP to the PW deflection. When the interval was 20
msec, the response to the PW was riding on the decaying phase of
the RW response. Although the calculated linear sum of the two
responses would have been ⬃9.1 mV (3.3 ⫹ 5.8 mV), the actual
summed response was only 4.6 mV, a value even lower than the
response to the PW alone. As a result of this suppression, the
spike output decreased from a control response of 1.4 spikes per
deflection to 0.5 spikes per deflection for the 20 msec RW–PW
interval. For this cell, the spike output for the 50 msec interval was
also slightly reduced, despite the fact that the average EPSP was
not different from control values. No change was observed for the
100 msec interval.
We quantified the effect of RW deflection on the spike output
to the PW for all cells with suprathreshold responses (Fig. 6 A,
Spikes). We expressed this effect as a ratio of the spike counts in
the first 25 msec after PW deflection when preceded by the RW to
those in the first 25 msec after PW deflection alone (response
ratio). Thus, a value of 1 indicates no effect of preceding RW
deflection, values ⬎1 indicate facilitation, and values between 0
and 1 indicate suppression. At the 20 msec interval, most cells had
response ratios (14 of 16) below 1 (dotted line), and four cells
showed complete suppression of their responses. Only two cells
showed facilitation. At the 50 msec interval, 11 cells showed suppression, and five cells showed facilitation. At the 100 msec inter-
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Figure 6. Summary plot of the suppression and/or facilitation of Vm and spikes for the whole
population. Suppression and/or facilitation was calculated as the ratio of the amplitude of the
RW–PW response to the amplitude of the PW response (response ratio). Dots represent the
value of this ratio for spike output in A and EPSP amplitude in B. Lines connect values from each
cell across each of three RW–PW intervals (20, 50, and 100 msec). Bars at right represent the
mean ⫾ SD for each interval. In A, average (AVG) values differed significantly from 1 for the 20
msec (response ratio, 0.42 ⫾ 0.44; p ⬍ 0.001) and 50 msec (response ratio, 0.64 ⫾ 0.46; p ⬍
0.01) intervals (marked with asterisks) but not the 100 msec (response ratio, 0.88 ⫾ 0.30)
interval. For the same intervals, the means for Vm in B were 0.58 ⫾ 0.47 ( p ⬍ 0.001), 0.64 ⫾
0.56 ( p ⬍ 0.01), and 1.08 ⫾ 0.50 (NS), respectively. C, Values of response ratio from A and B
are plotted against each other. Most points are below the main diagonal (solid line), indicating
that changes in Vm resulted in larger changes in spike output.

val, response ratios were distributed almost equally on both sides
of the identity line, and in no instance was there a complete
suppression of the output. The average values were significantly
⬍1 for the 20 msec interval (0.42 ⫾ 0.44; Student’s t test; p ⬍
0.001) and the 50 msec interval (0.64 ⫾ 0.46; p ⬍ 0.01). The ratio
for the 100 msec interval did not differ significantly from 1
(0.88 ⫾ 0.30).
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Because spike output depends presumably on the level of Vm
reached by whisker-evoked EPSPs, we also quantified suppression and/or facilitation of the Vm responses. As with the spike
data, the effect was expressed as a ratio of the peak amplitude of
the PW-evoked EPSP measured from baseline when preceded by
the RW to the peak amplitude of the EPSP evoked by the PW
alone (Fig. 6 B, Vm). Again, the response ratio equals 1 for no
change in the PW amplitude. Values ⬎1 indicate facilitation, and
values ⬍1 indicate suppression. In contrast with the spike data,
the Vm can assume values below baseline, in which cases, the
value of the response ratio is negative. The values obtained for Vm
were consistent with the spike data. The strongest suppressive
effect was at the 20 msec interval (27 of 32 cells), including five
cells in which the peak Vm was hyperpolarized below baseline
(response ratio ⬍0). The peak Vm was above control (facilitation)
for only five cells. Vm suppression was also observed at the 50
msec interval (20 of 28 cells), but, at the 100 msec interval, response ratios were distributed evenly on both sides of the identity
line. Average values were significantly ⬍1 for the 20 msec (0.58 ⫾
0.47; p ⬍ 0.001) and 50 msec (0.64 ⫾ 0.56; p ⬍ 0.001) intervals.
The response ratio for the 100 msec interval did not differ significantly from 1 (1.08 ⫾ 0.50).
To verify whether changes in the response ratio of spike output could be accounted for by changes in the response ratio of the
Vm, we plotted one set of values against the other (Fig. 6C). Spike
ratio correlated weakly with Vm ratio (Pearson’s correlation; r 2 ⫽
0.37; p ⬍ 0.001). However, the weakness of the relationship is
likely attributable in part to the fact that spike ratio cannot assume values below 0, despite negative values for Vm ratio. Importantly, most points were located below the main diagonal (solid
line), indicating that, in general, suppression of Vm caused disproportionately larger suppression in spike output. Additional
understanding of this relationship requires specific knowledge of
how Vm is transformed into spike output for each individual cell.
Suppression or facilitation of the PW-evoked response can be
achieved by the following: (1) decreasing or increasing the amplitude of the EPSP or (2) hyperpolarizing or depolarizing the
baseline Vm. These two processes are equivalent to the algebraic
operations of multiplication and addition, respectively, and are
not mutually exclusive. In the case of suppression, the multiplication component is smaller than 1 (i.e., division) and/or the
addition component is negative (i.e., subtraction). These operations have been shown to correspond to well known cellular processes (Coombs et al., 1955; Llinas et al., 1974; Holt and Koch,
1997). To estimate the contribution of each operation to the Vm
response ratio, we made three measurements for each cell as
shown for two example neurons in Figure 7A: a, the amplitude of
the EPSP, measured from resting baseline, in response to the PW
alone; b, the displacement from resting baseline caused by the
RW alone, measured at the time of the peak of the PW response;
and c, the amplitude of the EPSP to the PW when preceded by the
RW, measured from b. Because the suppression was strongest
and most consistent when the RW preceded the PW by 20 msec,
we focused our analysis solely on that interval.
To compare across cells, both the additive and multiplicative
components were expressed as ratios of the amplitude of the
control EPSP, or a. Thus, the additive component was the fractional shift in baseline caused by the RW, or b/a, and the multiplicative component was the ratio of the PW responses, with and
without the preceding RW, or c/a. The sum of the two components results in the total amount of suppression and/or facilitation, or (b ⫹ c)/a. This value is the response ratio, as explained for
Figure 6 B, and is equivalent to the ratio of the amplitude from
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resting baseline of the RW–PW response to the amplitude of the
PW alone response.
Using these calculations, for each cell, we plotted the response
ratio (same data as in Fig. 6 B, 20 msec interval) along with the
proportional change contributed by the multiplicative and additive components (Fig. 7B). A multiplicative component was
present in all cases, and the value was ⬍1 (a divisive effect) in all
but two cells. An additive component also played a role in all
cases, and it was more often positive (18 cells) than negative (a
subtractive effect, 13 cells). The averages from all cells (Fig. 7B,
AVG) show that the suppression (0.58 ⫾ 0.47) of the PW-evoked
EPSP when preceded by the RW was a result mostly of a divisive
operation (0.45 ⫾ 0.34) acting against an additive (0.13 ⫾ 0.35)
component.
It is plausible that the divisive action might be caused by an
RW-evoked decrease in Rin (i.e., shunting inhibition), with a
larger reduction in EPSP amplitude corresponding to a larger
decrease in Rin. Figure 7C shows the values of the multiplicative
component plotted against the minimum fractional Rin that occurred during the response to the RW deflection alone (values
from Fig. 4 D). Both axes cover a range from 0 (in which there is
a total elimination of the EPSP and a total disappearance of a
measurable Rin) to 1 (in which the EPSP amplitude is unchanged
by the preceding RW deflection and there is no change in Rin). If
the multiplicative component (which was most often below 1 and
therefore divisive) was solely attributable to shunting caused by a
drop in Rin, one would expect an ohmic relationship between
these values. However, the plotted data reveal only a weak correlation (Pearson’s correlation; r 2 ⫽ 0.24; p ⬍ 0.05). Furthermore,
the majority of points lie below the main diagonal, indicating that
the divisive changes are larger than those predicted solely by the
reduced Rin. These results suggest that other mechanisms contribute substantially to the divisive suppression.
To elucidate the specific synaptic components of the PW response that were modified by the preceding RW deflection, we
repeated the three sets of deflections (RW, PW, and RW–PW at
20 msec) while holding the Vm at three different levels. In the
example of Figure 8, the average (n ⫽ 20) traces (Fig. 8 A, Vm,
AVG) at rest (⫺71 mV) show that the synaptic response to both
the PW (light gray trace) and the RW (dark gray trace) deflection
consisted of excitation followed by inhibition. These synaptic
responses elicited consistent spikes for the PW (1.1 spikes per
deflection) but were subthreshold for the RW (Fig. 8 A, Spikes,
middle histograms). When the RW deflection preceded the PW
by 20 msec (black trace), there was a suppression of the EPSP
4

Figure 7. Contributionofadditiveandmultiplicativeprocessestosuppressionand/orfacilitation.
A,TwoexamplesofintegrationoftheresponsestoRW(filledcircle)andPW(filledtriangle)deflection.
Measured values were as follows: a, amplitude of EPSP evoked by PW alone measured at the peak
fromrestingVm (⫺75mV);b,shiftinbaselinecausedbytheRWalone,measuredatthetimeinwhich
the peak of the PW-evoked EPSP occurs; and c, peak amplitude of the PW-evoked EPSP during the
combined stimulus, estimated from the previously measured b. In both cases, RW preceded PW by

20 msec (note the different calibration in each case). In top traces, the PW response rode on an
RW-evoked hyperpolarization, whereas in the bottom traces, the PW response rode on a depolarization. B, Suppression–facilitation (filled diamonds) was measured as the amplitude from
baseline of the PW-evoked EPSP when preceded by the RW (b ⫹ c), divided by the amplitude of
the EPSP to the PW alone ( a). Values below 1 indicate suppression, and values above 1 indicate
facilitation. The proportional change contributed by the additive component was calculated as
the shift in baseline ( b) and expressed as a fraction of a (b/a). Values of addition below 0
indicate subtraction (baseline shifted downward), and values of addition above 0 indicate baseline shifted up. The proportional change contributed by the multiplicative component was
calculated as the fractional change in the ⌬Vm evoked by the PW (c/a). Values of multiplication
below 1 indicated a divisive effect (EPSP amplitude decreased), and values above 1 indicate a
multiplicative effect (EPSP amplitude increased). Response ratio is equal to the sum of the
additive and multiplicative components. AVG, Average. C, Plot of the ratio of the multiplicative
component from B versus the minimum fractional Rin that occurred during the response to RW
deflection alone (from Fig. 4 D). The changes in EPSP amplitude correlated weakly (Pearson’s
correlation; r 2 ⫽ 0.24; p ⬍ 0.05) with changes in Rin.
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(response ratio, 0.23), and the spike output to the PW was completely abolished (response ratio, 0). In this case, the Vm suppression comprised both an additive component (⫺0.20) and a multiplicative component (0.43), which was reflected in the
reduction of the EPSP amplitude from 9.0 to 3.9 mV. Depolarizing the cell (⫺62 mV, 0.67 nA) revealed a strong IPSP in response
to both PW and RW, also evident in the spike histograms by the
reduction in firing after the initial response and the sharp decrease in Rin. Under hyperpolarization (⫺87 mV, ⫺0.70 nA), the
response was almost entirely depolarizing because of the reversal
of the IPSP, and the spike output was greatly reduced. The plot of
continuous Rin (Fig. 8 A, bottom traces) showed that the large
drop in Rin associated with the response to the PW alone was
virtually absent after the combined RW–PW deflection.
The effect of the preceding RW deflection was made clearer
when the Vm traces were offset artificially such that the baselines
immediately preceding the response to the PW were aligned (Fig.
8 B). The offset traces for the PW alone (light gray) highlight the
increase in response amplitude and a rightward shift in peak
latency (light gray arrows) (from 10.8 msec at ⫺62 mV to 12.6
msec at ⫺87 mV) as the Vm is hyperpolarized progressively. In
contrast, the traces for the RW–PW response (black) showed that
hyperpolarization caused little change in the amplitude of the
response and no shift in peak latency, which had a constant value
of 12.3 msec (black arrow).
The shift in peak latency and the increase in amplitude of the
PW-alone response were caused by the gradual reversal of the
IPSP and were absent after RW deflection. These findings, together with the reduction of the drop in Rin (Fig. 8 A), suggest that
the RW deflection suppressed most of the synaptic input triggered by the subsequent deflection of the PW, particularly the
early excitation. To support this hypothesis, we calculated continuous plots of Vrev for the PW alone and the RW–PW responses
(Fig. 8 B, bottom). Because the Vm traces overlap during the first
few milliseconds of the response, the calculation of Vrev is not
defined over this interval (because the slope of the ⌬Vm vs Vm line
is 0), and these points are shown as dashed lines in the figure. Our
plot of Vrev values begins at the first time point that the Vm traces
diverge. The synaptic response to the PW alone (light gray open
circles) had an early Vrev of 2.1 mV at 10 msec that decreased
rapidly to ⫺58 mV at 12 msec. The Vrev then decreased slowly
toward ⫺80 mV near the peak of the hyperpolarization (⬃30
msec). This pattern is compatible with a response composed of an
early glutamate-mediated EPSP followed by a fast GABAAmediated IPSP and a slower K ⫹-based hyperpolarization. In contrast, when the response to the PW was preceded by deflection of
the RW (black open circles), the initial excitatory component was
completely absent, and the values of Vrev reached slowly ⫺62 mV
at ⬃12 msec, subsequently assuming very similar values as the
PW alone response and reaching ⫺80 mV at the peak of the
hyperpolarization. This finding, coupled with the reduced drop
in Rin (Fig. 8 A), suggests that the early EPSP was suppressed
greatly but the following IPSP was still present, albeit reduced in
magnitude.
In summary, the observed suppression is achieved mostly by a
reduction of the EPSP amplitude, not by hyperpolarization.
4
Figure 8. Suppression occurs with reduction in overall conductance and elimination of an
initial fast excitatory component. A, Example of average (AVG) responses (n ⫽ 20) of an IB cell
located at 1224 m. Traces are responses to PW alone (light gray), RW alone (gray), and RW
preceding PW by 20 msec (black). Spike histograms obtained from the same responses are
represented at right (Spikes). The three sets of stimuli were presented under three currents

levels (indicated by Vm ) to estimate Rin (bottom traces) and Vrev (bottom traces in B). B, Same
average responses to the PW deflection alone (light gray) and RW–PW deflection (black) as in A,
offset to the same baseline Vm for comparing timing of the peak of the EPSP (dashed line).
Bottom traces are the calculated Vrev (axis at left) showing suppression during the response to
combined stimulus, of the early component.
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However, this reduction is not because of direct shunting inhibition caused by the preceding RW deflection. Instead, our findings
indicate that suppression of the PW-evoked response occurs via
removal of synaptic inputs or disfacilitation. In light of the fact
that the time course of both suppression and whisker-evoked
inhibition are similar (strongest between 10 and 20 msec and
dissipating beyond 100 msec), we suggest this disfacilitation is
mediated by local inhibition within layer 4, leading to suppression of the cortical column.

Discussion
Neurons in the barrel cortex receive input from their PW via a
direct pathway leading from the corresponding thalamic barreloid to the appropriate barrel in cortical layer 4 (Land et al., 1995;
Goldreich et al., 1999; Arnold et al., 2001; Bruno and Simons,
2002; Swadlow et al., 2002; Swadlow, 2003). From layer 4, PWspecific signals are relayed to supragranular and infragranular
cells within the same column (Agmon and Connors, 1991;
Armstrong-James et al., 1992; Petersen and Sakmann, 2001).
However, there is evidence that the receptive fields of nongranular cells are larger than those of their respective layer 4 neurons
and arise through indirect horizontal corticocortical connections
from surrounding columns (Simons, 1978; Chapin, 1986;
Armstrong-James and Fox, 1987; Bernardo et al., 1990; Kleinfeld
and Delaney, 1996; Gottlieb and Keller, 1997; Goldreich et al.,
1999; Shimegi et al., 1999). We attempted to activate both of these
input channels by deflecting the PW and a small number of whiskers far from the PW. Intracellular and extracellular studies of
barreloid physiology have suggested that thalamic receptive fields
do not extend more than two whiskers beyond the PW
(Armstrong-James and Callahan, 1991; Brecht and Sakmann,
2002a). Therefore, in the present study, all RWs were located at
least three rows away from the PW to activate distinctly both the
direct and indirect pathways.
For all cells, we were able to identify a PW that produced the
largest response. However, as in previous studies (Moore and
Nelson, 1998; Zhu and Connors, 1999; Brecht and Sakmann,
2002b), we found that the receptive fields of cortical neurons
extended well beyond the PW. The spike rates of our suprathreshold cells (n ⫽ 16 of 32) were similar to previous extracellular
studies (Simons and Carvell, 1989), indicating that our intracellular recordings did not damage the cells. Similar to other studies,
amplitudes of PW-evoked EPSPs ranged from 3 and 18 mV, and
excitation was generally followed by biphasic inhibition lasting
up to 150 msec (Carvell and Simons, 1988; Moore and Nelson,
1998; Zhu and Connors, 1999). The early inhibitory component
reversed at approximately ⫺60 mV and caused a 10 – 85% decrease in the Rin of the cell. Such large sensory-evoked increases in
membrane conductance are also found in the visual system
(Borg-Graham et al., 1998). A longer latency inhibitory component reversed at approximately ⫺85 mV and occurred with a
smaller conductance change. This pattern of inhibition is similar
to that seen in vitro, in which a fast GABAA chloride conductance
is followed by a slower potassium conductance (Connors et al.,
1988).
We observed a response qualitatively similar (excitation followed by inhibition) to both PW and RW deflection, differing
only in the fact that the RW response was smaller in amplitude
and more often subthreshold for firing action potentials. From
this finding, we conclude that the cortical response to whisker
deflection is shaped strongly by the local circuit and is not simply
imposed by upstream activity.
To understand the cortical integration of sensory inputs, we
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examined the interaction of responses to PW and RW deflection.
Consistent with the pioneering extracellular studies of Simons
and colleagues (Simons, 1985; Simons and Carvell, 1989), we
observed that the response to deflection of the PW could be reduced if preceded by RW deflection. To quantify the reduction,
we calculated a response ratio of the magnitude of the PWevoked response with and without a preceding RW deflection.
We used this same measure for both the spike output and the Vm
response (Fig. 6). The spike response ratio was less than one for
the majority of cells, indicating that the output of the cell to PW
deflection was suppressed when preceded by RW deflection. Underlying the reduction in spike output was a corresponding suppression of the PW-evoked EPSP. The suppression was greatest at
the 20 msec interval, returning to control values by 100 msec. In
addition, we found that the amount of Vm suppression only correlated weakly with spike suppression. This finding is consistent
with spike generation at a specific Vm threshold, whereby only
small changes in Vm near threshold are necessary to abolish spike
output completely.
A number of differences exist between the present study and
previous descriptions of cross-whisker suppression. Our recordings were done in barbiturate-anesthetized animals that may exhibit different sensory responses than those seen in Fentanylsedated rats, as studied by Simons and colleagues. Additionally,
previous work has focused on response suppression within layer
4 caused by deflection of a whisker adjacent immediately to the
PW (Simons, 1985; Simons and Carvell, 1989). Our recordings
include cells recorded in nongranular layers, and the magnitude
and mechanisms of suppression may be critically dependent on
laminar position, as discussed later. Furthermore, as discussed
above, deflection of remote whiskers likely engages a separate
thalamocortical pathway than does PW deflection. In contrast,
adjacent whisker deflection is likely to activate the same population of thalamic and cortical layer 4 neurons as the PW (Simons
and Carvell, 1989; Bruno and Simons, 2002), possibly leading to
a mechanistically different form of suppression.
A number of possible mechanisms might underlie the suppression reported here, including the following: (1) intrathalamic
inhibition of whisker responses, (2) synaptic depression of the
thalamocortical input, (3) presynaptic inhibition of thalamocortical or corticocortical synapses, (4) direct postsynaptic inhibition of cortical neurons, or (5) reduction in the synaptic input to
cortical cells. Simons and Carvell (1989) have demonstrated previously that thalamic barreloid neurons do not exhibit strong
cross-whisker suppression, suggesting that an intrathalamic
mechanism for the present findings is unlikely. Synaptic depression of thalamocortical terminals after repeated whisker deflection can occur for input frequencies as low as 2 Hz (Chung et al.,
2002). However, in the present study, the two whisker inputs
(PW and RW) most likely use independent thalamocortical pathways and so are not susceptible to this type of depression. Nevertheless, this mechanism may play a role in suppression caused by
adjacent whisker deflection. We cannot discard or favor presynaptic inhibition of corticocortical or thalamocortical terminals,
because little is known about such mechanisms.
Direct postsynaptic inhibition has been proposed as the
mechanism by which deflection of whiskers immediately adjacent can suppress the response to PW deflection (Simons, 1985;
Simons and Carvell, 1989; Moore et al., 1999). Postsynaptic inhibition can cause suppression via two nonmutually exclusive
mechanisms (Coombs et al., 1955; Llinas et al., 1974; Holt and
Koch, 1997). Shunting inhibition occurs when an increase in
membrane conductance causes a divisive reduction in the ampli-
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tude of synaptic responses. Hyperpolarizing inhibition occurs
when negative and positive currents sum linearly to produce a net
movement of the Vm away from spike threshold. Because negative synaptic currents are produced by the opening of gated channels, hyperpolarizing inhibition necessarily includes shunting to
some extent. In the present study, we showed that suppression
caused by deflection of whiskers far removed from the PW was
not attributable to a hyperpolarization, because the RW-evoked
response was depolarizing predominantly 20 msec after deflection. Instead, we found a divisive effect in all but four cells. However, the nonlinear reduction of the postsynaptic potential was
not attributable to shunting inhibition caused by an RW-evoked
conductance increase, because the amount of division did not
correlate with the calculated change in Rin caused by the preceding RW deflection (Fig. 7C). It is unlikely that we underestimated
the drop in Rin because of electrotonic attenuation of synaptic
potentials located distally in the dendritic tree for two reasons.
First, most of the conductance increase is a result of activation of
GABAergic synapses, which are located predominantly on the
soma and proximal dendritic arbor (Tamas et al., 1997). Thus,
the amount of attenuation between the synapse and the recording
site should be minimal. Second, the preceding RW deflection
actually reduced the PW-evoked decrease in Rin (Fig. 8 A). These
findings indicate that, at least for the population of cells recorded
in this study, the observed suppression is not attributable to direct inhibition of the cell by RW deflection.
Nonlinear suppression can also be caused by a reduction of
those inputs that normally drive the response to the PW, or disfacilitation (Llinas, 1964; Llinas and Terzuolo, 1964). Consistent
with this hypothesis, two scenarios are possible: (1) suppression
of recurrent excitatory and inhibitory loops within the local supragranular and infragranular networks and (2) suppression of
layer 4 spiny stellate cells. The first possibility implies that the
initial portion of the response to the PW, which is suppressed by
the RW (Fig. 8), is caused mainly by local recurrent excitation.
However, the PW-evoked EPSP in supragranular and infragranular layers typically ends within 2–3 msec of the onset of any
suprathreshold response, making it unlikely that a large component of the EPSP itself could be caused by feedback excitation. We
favor the second scenario and propose that deflection of the RW
results in a decreased output from spiny stellate neurons within
layer 4 to the subsequent PW deflection. Although horizontal
corticocortical connections appear to terminate only in nongranular layers (Gottlieb and Keller, 1997), other work has shown
that intracolumnar projections from nongranular layers target
interneurons specifically within layer 4 (Thomson et al., 2002)
that might mediate cross-whisker suppression. A role for inhibition is suggested further by the similar time course of suppression
and whisker-evoked IPSPs. However, suppression within layer 4
does not need to be based on strong inhibition, because small
changes in Vm can lead to great reductions in spike output (Fig.
6). Furthermore, previous modeling studies have suggested a
strong role for recurrent excitation within layer 4 in enhancing
nonlinearly the response to optimal sensory stimulation (Kyriazi
and Simons, 1993; Douglas et al., 1995). It is likely that even a
small amount of inhibition applied to many cells within the local
network may lead to a marked reduction in the output of layer 4,
leading to a disproportionately greater suppression of the columnar response. Future studies will include identified recordings
within layer 4 as well as in the thalamus to study this possibility
further.
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